Quentin Tarantino wrote the screenplay and starred in From Dusk Till __
Part of the body most often shown being bitten in film and pictures
Wesley Snipes plays this half-vampire, half-human vampire hunter
Laurell K. Hamilton created Anita __: Vampire Hunter
What vampires crave
She was a popular vampire slayer played by Sarah Michelle Gellar
A vampire costume isn’t complete without this dental addition
Singer Aaliyah starred as the __ of the Damned in 2002
Young adult author Darren Shan's vampire series __ du Freak
Carlisle, Esme, Emmett, Edward and Alice __
This bulbous relative of the onion is rumored to ward off vampires
Japan's Vampire __ D was finally translated into English in 2005
Anne Rice created this well known vampire
Stephen King novel and movie: __ Lot
One way to kill a vampire is to put a __ stake through its heart
Bram Stoker wrote this famous horror novel in 1897
Vlad the __, prince of Wallachia, was also known as Vlad Dracula
Lilith is a mythological figure associated with Adam and __ myths
Sacred items like a rosary, __ or holy water keep a vampire at bay
The __ __ is a 1980s movie starring Corey Feldman and Corey Haim
Grandpa was a vampire in this 1960s TV family
Vampires are usually creatures of the night; they can't stand __
First book in Stephenie Meyer's vampire series
This 1922 German film was about Count Orlok, rather than Dracula
The __ Mountains in Eastern Europe are sometimes linked with vampires
Charlaine Harris’ southern vampire heroine Sookie __
Kate Beckinsale battles werewolves in the __ movies
Hugh Jackman played this famous vampire hunter in 2004